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Principal’s Message
Dear Parents and Caregivers,

In this issue

There has been a great feeling around school this week as our student body once again became
complete. Although we have had very positive attendance rates over the past 4 weeks, last
Monday signalled the ‘official’ return to school for everyone. It has been fantastic to see the
children happy, laughing, playing and learning. We look forward to the time our parents can
again re-enter the school grounds. Hopefully that will occur in the near future.
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School Uniform
As the cooler weather has arrived, a reminder to parents that the School Board approved school
uniform must be worn. For student who choose to wear tights or leggings, these must be bottle
green in colour. It has been fantastic to see nearly 100% of our students wearing the correct
school uniform. Thanks to all parents for your diligence in this regard. It will not be long before
we are able to open a second hand uniform shop here at school. Keep an eye out in the coming
newsletters for more information.
Arrival to and Departing from School
This continues to be a resounding success with our students being confident and well organised
at the start and end of the school day. We have witnessed great leaps of resilience and
independence shown by our youngest students, who most likely have experienced the
greatest change in routine. However, they are doing it so well and we are all very proud of each
and every student.
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Thank you to all parents who continue to observe the entrance restrictions to the school. Please
ensure this continues to be maintained, inclusive of the school oval and play equipment.
Further to this, if you are meeting your children at Kiss and Drive, please wait to the sides of the
exit points as it has been difficult at times to support children actually accessing the vehicles.
Also, please be courteous and turn left at Davallia Road when exiting Juniper Way, particularly at
peak traffic times. Being held up when endeavouring to turn right can and does cause grid lock
on Juniper Way. Remember, parents do not get out of vehicles to help students. If this has to be
done, Kiss and Drive is not for you. Please be patient and move to the first 4 car bays before
children exit vehicles.
Our goal is to keep the traffic flowing.

Principal’s Message (continued)
Honour Certificates
Well done to the following students who are this fortnight’s recipients of an Honour Certificate.
K1
James H
A5
Jessica P
C5
Kiera Eustace
K2
Charlie B
A5 Music Layla C
B3
Ruby R
K3
Omer G
A6
Delphie Z
B3
Lachlan D
K4
Brooke L
A2
Ella B
B5
Summer B
PP1
Noah P
A3
Caroline L
B5
Henri W
PP2
Katie K
C1
Scarlett A
B6
Tyson W
PP3
Kate H
C2
Lucy J
B6
Samuel P
A4
Chen Xi Z
C2
Charlie B
B1
Rami L
A4
Julian E
C3
Elena Y
B1
Francisco R
A4 Music Orla D
C6
Jaxon E
B2
Chloe J
A5
Erica L
C4
Ivy S
B2
Christian J
You are doing an awesome job and your efforts have been recognised. Congratulations! Digital images will
be forwarded home by the classroom teacher.
2021 Kindergarten Enrolments – Open

It is time for our fantastic community to put the word out amongst their friends, families and neighbours
that we are currently accepting applications for enrolment in our 2021 Kindergarten program. Any interested parents can simply email Candi Nelson (Candi.Nelson@education.wa.edu.au) for an application form.
Each year, our goal is to have a minimum of 60 Kindy students, although we do have the capacity to cater
for up to 80 students.
In many cases, the Kindergarten intake may well be the only time parents from outside the catchment area
have a realistic opportunity to attend our school. So, if you have friends who may like their children to
attend Davallia PS or neighbours with appropriately aged children, have a chat to them and have them
email Candi. Should an enrolment from outside the catchment be accepted for Kindergarten, they will hold
their position at our school through to Year 6. Closing date for 2021 Kindergarten enrolments is 24th July
2020.

...

Principal’s Message (continued)
Semester 1 Student Achievement Reports
This Semester One Student Achievement Reports will be a little different to previous reports in regards to
grade allocations and comments.

There will be no learning area grade allocations (A to E grading)

An ‘effort’ rating aligned to the individual student will be provided

English and Numeracy comments provided based on individual student progress

Generic year level comments for all other reportable areas. This will provide information on what
content has been covered.

General comment will be provided for individual students
This change is in line with the directions given by the Department of Education.
Free Sporty Dress Day – Gold Coin Donation
As we look forward to the resumption of junior sport in the coming weeks
(hopefully), the Student Council would like to hold a Free Sporty Dress Day on
Friday 29th May, 2020. (Friday, Week 5).
So dust off your footy jumper, your netball dress, soccer kit or whatever your
favourite sport uniform is, and come along dressed to impress! Remember to
wear appropriate footwear. We have a goal of raising $800.00.
Funds raised will go to supporting Sorrento Surf Lifesaving Club’s junior program.
We can do it Davallia!
Kindness
It has been amazing to see the awakening of kindness throughout the wider community as a result of the
Covid-19 pandemic. We at Davallia Primary School have always been fortunate to have kindness alive and
well in our school community. It has however, become an even more frequent gesture amongst the
community, the staff and the students. I continue to hear the multitude examples of kindness being
expressed to my staff by the community and we continue to be humbled by this. Just this week at Kiss and
Drive, Candi was presented with a couple of paintings a student had completed just for her. They are now
proudly on display behind her desk in the office. Let’s continue to express kindness towards one another.
It an easy thing to do and doesn’t have to cost a cent.
We’re all in this together, so have a great fortnight.
John O’Neill
Principal

Associate Principal’s Message
Patterns at Play
When I was growing up, I recall thinking that mathematics was never very much fun. I remember struggling
to memorise everything I was taught and very rarely understanding any of it. I was the sort of child who
needed to know how and why a method worked before I could remember how to use it. It didn’t help me to
keep up as I was constantly thinking, “I just don’t get it!”
Having trouble with maths as a child, was the best thing for me as a teacher. Having revisited the maths of
my childhood during my training it all started to make a lot more sense. Knowing what it felt like when a
child just doesn’t get it helped me to find better ways of explaining and presenting maths concepts in
lessons, problems, puzzles, patterns and through games.
I’m a great believer that maths can be a lot of fun. I love the feeling you get when a solution surfaces out of
a problem or puzzle, or when a method proves to be a reliable one and you go back to it time and time
again.
To succeed it is important that children gain this enjoyment of maths and the confidence that comes with it.
At home, a great place to start with fostering a comfort with maths is to ‘play’ with numbers. There is an
abundance of games that use numbers and maths. You probably discovered a bunch of them over the last
few months in isolation as the board games and card games came out of the cupboard. Many of these fun
games reinforce maths understanding by simply engaging in the game play.
My favourite maths ‘toys’ are dice and cards. I use dice constantly in the classroom and have found that
children love playing with them. Introducing two or maybe three dice to your games can really increase the
mental maths challenge. A deck of standard playing cards allow you to play with numbers up to and greater
than ten, so adding them can provide a great mental exercise. We all know a card game or two where the
value of the card plays an important part in winning and losing.
So, while we are still a little restricted in what we can do to keep our children amused, explore the use of
board games, dice and cards to strengthen their manipulation of numbers. Games with chance elements,
that use money and that encourage tallying, are excellent ways to show how mathematics can be a whole
lot of fun.
Mark Leaning
Associate Principal

School Notices
GROUP PHOTOS NOW AVAILABLE FROM KAPTURE
Following our recent school photography by Kapture, you can now view and order any special photos taken
this year. When visiting https://www.kapture.com.au/event.asp you will need to enter our school code
under the Sports & Event tab to access the gallery – Code: DDP56S

Community Notices
Before/after school and vacation care at Davallia Primary School
Care for Kids OSHC run a great program on site at Davallia Primary School. Qualified carers,
great activities, afternoon tea, ECRU accredited. Full Govt benefits and rebates apply.
For bookings, meet us on site or contact us on 9246 9551 or duncraigoshc@careforkidswa.net.au

